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Summa' Happy July everyone!

It's been an overwhelming month for us all, with

the 1000+ bodies of Indigenous Children found at

Residential Schools, the dismissal of Canada Day,

and of course the overwhelming nutrition world. It's

been a lot.

This month will mark my one year of being an RD,

and WOW what an amazing year it has been. So

much to learn, and so much to share.

I'd also welcome you all to sign the petition for an

amazing cause on Page 5 "Anti-Racism in
Canadian Dietetics” 

Enjoy the read and don't forget to share!

That Black RD

Tracey Frimpong, RD
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The Nutri-score is a colour coordinated system that

converts the nutritional value of products into five

simple colour codes and letters from dark green ‘A’

to red ‘E’. The French public nutrition team created

this to promote healthier food choices by applying

it as a label on food packaging. 

The Nutri-score was first enforced in the food

packaging companies of France, it is also being said

to reach countries such as Belgium, Spain,

Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and

Switzerland. The Nutri-score is set out as a front of

packet (FOP) labelling scheme in line with the farm

to fork strategy, which aims to change the

sustainable food system to support climate change.

This is also optional for manufacturers to

implement. 
However, the Nutri-score has recently hit a backlash because of the discrimination

against traditional and other foods. The reason for this is how Nutri-score over

promotes industrial products. For example, the misleading notion of natural products

such as olive oil is rated lower than products such as a can of coke. The impact of these

misconceptions can negatively affect natural products in the market and can lead to

little-to-no changes of peoples eating habits. Italy’s food industry association is fighting

to promote a labelling system that includes a balanced lifestyle, because of the Nutri-

score discrimination against the Italian products such as cheese. 

Though the Nutri-score is being said to positively affect the dietary decisions of the

public, there is more work to be done on the scoring system, before the scheme

becomes more popular in the food labelling industries.

Nutri-Score
Article by Adikha Naeem
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Is it beneficial or harmful?

Image: Nutri-Score
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Article by Trishtee Boojharut

For years, Indigenous children has been part

of the dark history of developing the food

guide of Canada. As from 2020, the

government announced a funding to be

allocated to the Indigenous community with

the objective of creating their own food

guides in ways that are beneficial for their

society. 

The province of Saskatchewan was able to

obtain approval for a funding and was able to

create various food plates as part of the

Canadian Food Guide to help encourage

indigenous people to have a better meal plan

in their everyday lives.

The Indigenous community and
Canada’s Food Guide

The Benefits of Snacking
By Adikha Naeem
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Snacking is commonly perceived as a negative influence on the diet, however, mindful

snacking with food groups such as fruit, vegetables and protein can be highly beneficial

for those who struggle to consume enough nutrients throughout the day. 

Here are a few benefits of snacking; 

Can add beneficial nutrients to

the diet 

Can promote healthier eating

patterns 

Prevents the body from going into

starvation mode 

Health Canada "As part of Canada's

Food Guide revision, we are

currently working with First Nations,

Inuit and Métis partners to support

the development of healthy eating

tools.

 

Along with the new 2019 Canada's

food guide, you can still use the

current Canada's Food Guide - First

Nations, Inuit and Métis as a trusted

source of information on healthy

eating."

Facilitates energy balance 

Improve intake on macronutrients 

Supports appetite control 
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**Not sure what stage of development it is currently in



Throughout the years, the planet has seen

multiple viruses and pandemics but COVID-19

is one pandemic that will go down in history.

COVID-19 has not only been a pandemic

affecting only a specific sector but the entire

system. With strict measures taken,

companies have had to move their services

online and change the way they operate.

However, one sector that had to be open and

work endlessly during the pandemic was the

food industry. 

Different strategies have had to be used to

ensure the purchase of food products while

keeping in place sanitary protocols. It was

crucial to be making sure food was being

sourced from a safe place so as to not risk the

entire population and also to allow the

employees to stay safe in this moment of

crisis. The food industry has been working

tirelessly to have food prepared for daily uses.

Even though extra-ordinary measures were

taken, there were many question marks that

surfaced during this pandemic. There was an

enormous increase in demand of food where

everyone was witness of empty shelves where

some people had more than enough food and

some not even a complete meal for their

families. Food security became a major issue

during this time of pandemic, where some

people did not even have access to reach

stores because of lockdowns. 

On a positive note, with an increase in food

demand, food industries have been able to

source from local vendors, identify new sellers

and promote local businesses. With strict

lockdowns, people have been spending more

time cooking at home and this has led to

developing cooking skills and knowing what

food is being eaten. 

Impacts of COVID-19 on the Food
System
Article by Trishtee Boojharut
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Also, many organizations came together

to provide food for people in need during

the moment of lockdown, ensuring

everybody has access to safe food. It is

undeniable that COVID-19 has been a very

difficult pandemic globally but the way

food industries overcome these different

hurdles to provide food for the population

has been very remarkable.



Frozen Yogurt Bites [RECIPE]
By Adikha Naeem

 Add 150g (1 1/2 cups) of yoghurt to a blender            

 Add mixed berries such as strawberries,

blueberries, raspberries into the blender

 Pour the yogurt mix into moulds (ice cube

trays) and place in the freezer

Freeze for 2 hours until solid and enjoy 
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Anti-Racism in Canadian
Dietetics
Petition: Anti-Racism in Canadian Dietetics
One of my amazing colleagues Gurneet

K. Dhami has started one of the most

amazing campaigns called "Our Plates

have no room for racism -

#AntiRacistDietetics' and we are super

duper proud of her! 

There's an amazing Google Drive in her

bio @gurneetkdhami that will provide

you all the information you require. A

petition (click the link above) to show

your support and drive towards Anti-

Racism in Canadian Dietetics. 

https://www.change.org/p/dietitians-of-canada-anti-racism-in-canadian-dietetics?utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=custom_url&recruited_by_id=6b9cc130-536c-11ea-bda4-37b6e13a202a&use_react=false

